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9 Wilhelmina Court, Croydon, Victoria 3136

Registered DGR1

Yes

Registered Tax Concessions

Yes

Directors

Sophie Dutertre (Chairperson and Transitional Secretary)
Gina Haebich
Arthur Shelley
Ali Yaghobi
Redeer Omer
Craig Liddell
Chanelle Burns
Ash Nugent (Treasurer)

CEO

Gavin Ackerly

Finance Manager

Clive Bourne

Community Four acknowledges the Wurundjeri and Boon Wurrung people of the Kulin nation as the
rightful custodians of the land that we live and work on. Community Four believes that as migrants to this
country, regardless of when we arrived, we all hold a responsibility towards reconciliation with First
Nations people, whose land our programs stand on.
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A Message from the CEO
Dear Friends,
The 2019-20 was the year that took us all from that daily struggle of
business as usual to a very different dynamic of life under COVID.
I want to pay my respects to the Australian community, particularly
those who lost loved ones or their livelihoods, and those who stood on
the frontlines: the health workers, teachers, first responders, cleaners,
grocery staff and social/community workers, and those in politics who
defied politicking to keep us safe.
For our Community Four, I thank our Board for their hard work supporting operations over the year. I
am particularly indebted to our Chairperson, Sophie Dutertre, who has been incredibly responsive to
our work on the ground.
My deep appreciation goes out to the large community of Hazara women learners who have been so
dedicated to continuing their education and empowerment. They were highly adaptive to change and
new technology during very uncertain times. And I thank the people who made it all possible, our
volunteers and especially the staff who led us all through extraordinary challenges: Sheryl Taylor, Kaniz
Azimi, Marzia Rahmatullah, Fehmida Baig, Zakia Baig, Alia Sultana and Clive Bourne.
These people not only continued to provide our usual services during COVID, but even expanded our
programs to ensure more people received the help they needed. I have never worked with a more
dedicated team. When things got really tough, they just raised their efforts without fuss or bother.
As this report highlights, over 400 women were beneficiaries of our collaborative programs with the
community-led Australian Hazara Women’s Friendship Network. These services included English
language development, L Permit driving training, employment access, health information, and
recreation programs. For a collaboration of two small community organisations, the scale of our work is
exceptional.
While our relationship with the Australian Hazara Women’s Friendship Network has continued to grow
and produce strong outcomes for the community, we have joined with two more community-led
organisation partners in Afri-Aus Care and Women for Change. Our four organisations are now sharing
resources, knowledge, and friendships. As a result, we have significantly increased our reach to some of
the most vulnerable and isolated people in Australia and abroad.
Together, we demonstrate that the challenges of poverty, health, and social disconnection that occur in
our communities can only be sustainably addressed by solutions that are led by the community. This is
not some romantic notion but an approach that is both pragmatic and based on substantial evidence.
I hope that the successful outcomes we achieved, particularly during the pandemic, encourage the
broader social sector toward a better future. One in which we seek to engage with community as equals
and dare to learn and adapt, rather than direct and control.

Gavin Ackerly, Chief Executive Officer
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A Message from the Chair
What a year it has been! A year of growth, of change and increased
activity. A year with new community partnerships, an expanded and
more diverse board, strategic reflection and, like every agency in Victoria,
the challenges presented by Covid-19 and its impact on face-to-face
activities, programs and funding. But the year 2019-2020 was also an
opportunity for Community Four to demonstrate its agility and its ability
to respond and adapt quickly to change and obstacles in its way.
In the second half of 2019, after an intensive recruitment effort, the
Board of Community Four welcomed new directors in the persons of Redeer Omer, Craig Liddell, Ali
Yaghobi and Ash Nugent. This not only grew the Board but also expanded its skills set and the lived
experience of its directors, which now includes two people who arrived as adults from Iraq and Afghanistan
respectively. Their voice on the Board has brought in new perspectives that have informed our work and
direction. Chanelle Burns came back as a director after a year of maternity leave, and I was confirmed as
Chair at our 2019 AGM.
This year also saw us start a Strategic Planning process to look at our goals and actions for the period 20212023. As these discussions were taking place in the midst of lockdown, we were acutely aware of how
unpredictable the future was and of the need for our Strategic Plan to be flexible and able to incorporate
change. The final plan will be ready at the end of 2020 and guide our work for the three years to come.
Most of all, this year has demonstrated more than any other time the flexibility of the Community Four
staff, of our partners and of the participants in our programs. Students in our English classes were studying
on Zoom in a matter of weeks after the suspension of face-to-face classes, despite not being computer
literate and often not being literate in any language (neither in English nor their native tongue). The
Australian-Afghan staff told us what would work and then made it happen. When at the end of the first
lockdown, the women in the program expressed frustration and concern at not understanding the public
announcements around safety and restrictions, the Australian Hazara Women Friendship Network and
Community Four responded by developing weekly audio bulletins, translated and distributed via the social
media platform most used by the participants. Communities Direct was born and became a model of how to
engage with culturally diverse communities around Covid-19, before the state government started funding
a range of programs through the Multicultural Task Force later in the year.
While the whole of Melbourne was slowing down, our CEO established new partnerships with Afri-Aus
Care, Women for Change and set up a new English program in Cranbourne. Afri-Aus Care joined
Communities Direct and we hope that this coming year will see more connections between Afghan and
African women across programs.
Community Four’s mission is ‘Diversity, community, collaboration: we are stronger together’. If anything,
the social and economic challenges of Covid-19 have confirmed what we already knew: the whole
community is stronger when it embraces its diversity and develops collaborative responses.

Sophie Dutertre, Chairperson
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About Us
Community Four advances the work of refugee and migrant-directed community organisations. We
combine the long term social benefits of community-led approaches with the accountability of a
recognised professional charity. Our skilled and experienced staff integrate with grass-roots
organisations to work collaboratively at all levels, from organisational development, through to
designing and delivering on the ground social and economic empowerment projects to community
members. We also act as a vital intermediary between our community partners and external
stakeholders such as philanthropy, Government, and other Australian community groups.

Our Vision
Diversity, community, collaboration: we are stronger together

Our Mission
We join with communities, draw on our respective strengths, learn from each other and find common
ground to develop community-led solutions.

Our Values
Symbiosis: mutually beneficial relationships between diverse people and groups
Imagination: creative ideas and solutions from those we work alongside
Intelligence: the ability to acquire and apply knowledge and skills (this includes cultural and emotional
intelligence)
Ignition: the ability to boldly act on our ideas and solutions
These values are underpinned by respect, equality, trust, collaboration and inclusiveness.

Our Strategic Priorities
Goal 1 – Community Connection


Advance / support community-led projects that are intelligent, imaginative and ignite change
(core work and projects)

Goal 2 – Participation of Women


Increase CALD women participation in the workforce through employment opportunities and
connections

Goal 3 – Organisational Sustainability: Funding


Increase funding for Community Four to support community projects and internal resources

Goal 4 – Organisational Sustainability: Structure


Strengthen internal structure to support organisational sustainability and integrity
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Our Approach: Symbiotic Innovation
Community Four is the home of Symbiotic Innovation (SI), a social ecosystem approach founded by our
CEO Gavin Ackerly. The SI approach takes a shared purpose focus to solving complex social challenges.
Rather than isolating problems to certain segments of our society, we recognize that we all exist in a
social ecosystem and that the social challenges faced by some in our community have an impact on
society as aFour
whole.
SI uniquely
these social
challenges
as opportunities
Community
is a Not
for Profit,presents
DGR1 registered
community
organization.
Establishedtoininterconnect
2016, we are diverse
a team
communities
and
build
social
cohesion.
of social innovation professionals from the humanitarian, education and corporate sectors. Our expertise is in

About Us

developing community led projects that unite diverse communities to solve large scale social challenges.
Traditional Agency Centric Approach

Our Approach:

Community Four’s Symbiotic Innovation Approach
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Our Work
Community-led English Language Classes
Key Outcomes
At commencement:


75% of participants in the beginner class had no knowledge of the English Language alphabet



Some participants unable to say or write their address and relied on a card



96% of participants have little or no literacy in their own language

After 12 months:


All of the participants can recognise the letters of the English alphabet



Less reliance on translation



Ability to read small words in the environment

Community Four works alongside the Australian Hazara Women’s Friendship Network (AHWFN) to deliver
culturally specific English classes to more than 40 Hazara women with an age range of between 20 – 65
years old. The design of the course was led by the Hazara women and supported by Community Four’s
specialists. The sessions are taught by a trained teacher and a bi-lingual teaching assistant over Zoom. The
method of online courses was supported by most participants, as it was easier to access than a physical
class, allowed for ability grouping, and created greater flexibility for with multiple commitments.
Experiences:


“Before I started learning I felt like half a person. Now I am a full person. I now know the importance
of study.” -Zainab



“I feel proud when I read something when I am out shopping. I have lived here two years and it is
only because of these classes I can say my name and address now.” -Khurshid



“I did 500 hours at TAFE and I felt disheartened and useless. I have learnt more in the 3 months I
have been part of this class. The lessons are shorter and more focused. -Aquela
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Community-led Driving Classes
Key Outcomes
At commencement:


None of the women had experience driving in Australia

After 12 months:


43 out of 61 participants undertook a driving test – with a further 10 being booked but cancelled
due to Covid



81% of participants who had a driving test passed

Community Four works alongside the Australian Hazara Women’s Friendship Network (AHWFN) to
deliver culturally specific driving classes to more than 60 Hazara women. The design of the course was
led by the Hazara women and supported by Community Four’s specialists.
Experiences:


“I enrolled to learners class as I was expecting my child in 2 months. I was hopeful to pass and take
my baby to doctors appointment, now I can drive, take my kids to park and to school. I don’t have to
walk around with my baby in this weather.” -Pari Qalandari



“I am really happy and a confident driver now, I don’t worry about the weather anymore and can
take my kids to school, shops. Husband is very happy as I am doing all the shopping by myself. I can’t
thank enough for teaching us the rules of the road, now I am an independent person.” - Shaharbano

Living in Australia Program
Community Four, the AHWFN and our external partners provided a number of health and wellbeing sessions within the Living in Australia classes. These included:


Visit from Dandenong Breast Screen, followed by a talk from a breast surgeon



Six-week course on computers run by students from Swinburne University



Finance management classes including applying for a housing loan and the difference between debit and credit cards



Classes on renting a property and rental agreements



Morning tea with the Cranbourne West Primary School Community, leading women from Cranbourne West joining the program



Citizenship talk from an immigration lawyer, leading to a six-week Citizenship class for 15 women



Formation of a sewing group with the University of Third Age, Croydon Patchwork Group where-in
the women overcame language barriers and created their own sign language to form a cohesive
group



Monthly netball sessions
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Consulting and Support Services for Community-led Organisations
Community Four provides project and strategic consultation services for grassroots community-led groups
committed to positive social change for their communities. We also assist community leaders who require
outside knowledge and support to address sensitive issues within their communities.

Key Outcomes


1,500+ Hours of free consultancy and operational support for community leaders and their
organisations



3 partnerships with organisations representing 3 ethnic communities and 500+ women and their
families



Strategic Plan Development for 2 community-led organisations
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Financials 2019-2020

Items

Amount ($)

Revenue from Government (including grants )

79,556

Philanthropy and other donations

60,101

Other revenue

93

Total revenue

139,750

Employee expenses/payments

129,189

Other expenses/payments
Total expenses

11,355
140,544

Net surplus

-794

Total assets

53,445

Total liabilities

38,042

Net assets/liabilities

15,403
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Our Appreciation
Community Four would like to thank the many people and organisations that made our work possible
over the 2019-2020 year. This includes our volunteers, Board, staff, contractors, friends and family, as
well as the many community groups who united with us to build stronger communities across
Melbourne.
We especially want to thank our partners the Australian Hazara Women’s Friendship Network and
Hampton Park Football and Netball Club.

And to acknowledge the vital support of our funders and individual donors:
Scanlon Foundation
RE Ross Trust
Department of Home Affairs
Australia Post
Dr Bill Haebich
Selena Choo
Arthur Shelley

Allira McCall
Tom Barretto

Finally, we wish to express our gratitude to the award winning photographer Peter Casamento - whose
beautiful photos are displayed in this Annual Report.
casamentophotography.com.au
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